WAYS TO SUPPORT TALIESIN PRESERVATION
Taliesin is a source of passion, culture, dreams, and inspiration.

Wright’s philosophy of architecture and its intrinsic promise for conscious living remains embedded in the layers of living history at Taliesin—through food, landscape, architecture, art, and music.

At Taliesin Preservation we strive to preserve Wright’s natural, cultural, and built environments, and create a place for others to apply the same spirit of innovation for the opportunity to have a better shared future.

Please give your gift today.
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INSPIRE YOUR LIFE

Join us for a season of robust programming — as we celebrate all that is Taliesin. From the architecture, land, arts, food, and community— you will find engaging ways to participate.

Our programs lead you to return to Taliesin time and time again to discover Taliesin’s legacy through meaningful and inspiring experiences.

Welcome to Taliesin!

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE LANDSCAPE
Join us all year long during our Volunteer Days or join us twice a year for our garden opening and closing celebration events.

LET ART BEAUTIFY YOUR LIFE
Chinese Brush Painting
Watercolor Artist, Yueh Mei Cheng, teaches the ancient art of Chinese Brush Painting over two days.

Beginning Photography
Photographer, Andrew Pielage, teaches basic photography with the Taliesin estate as your subject.

Intermediate Photography
Go beyond the basics of photography with Andrew Pielage. Spend time during the golden hours of the weekend shooting the Taliesin estate.

EMBRACE MUSIC AND ARCHITECTURE
All concerts held at the Hillside Theater. Dates, times, and ticket information online.

Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society
Bach Dancing and Dynamite Society hosts Chamber Music with a Bang! Concerts on Sundays in June.

Rural Musicians Forum
A local organization dedicated to providing the area with free-will donation concerts featuring aspiring musicians from the region.

“Creation is something within, the Nature of an experience moving outward into life with great consequences.”
- Frank Lloyd Wright, 1951

Teco Four Buttress Vase $115
A reproduction of the vase produced by the American Terra Cotta and Ceramics Company.

The Driftless Reader $26.95
Edited by Curt Meine & Keefe Keeley

tickets & information at TALIESINPRESERVATION.ORG
IGNITE YOUR PALATE

Farm Dinners
Three unique outdoor dining opportunities this year, each event featuring an outstanding chef and produce from the Taliesin estate.

Pop-Up Dinners
Join us for spontaneous dinners in various locations across the Taliesin estate and at the Riverview Terrace Cafe.

Double Old Fashioned Glasses
$24.95

Cooking Demonstrations
Learn how to cook seasonally inspired dishes from our Food Artisan Immersion Program Manager.

TASTE THE TERROIR

Food Artisan Immersion Program
This work-study program provides staffing for our cafe and a holistic learning environment for the hospitality industry. Participants live and work on the Taliesin estate. Apply online to be a part of this program.

Riverview Terrace Cafe
Home and laboratory of the Food Artisan Immersion Program. Savor the culinary creations of the region. Open for casual lunches.

Guest Chefs
Award-winning chefs join us as consultants, teachers, mentors, and experts in the kitchen and beyond.

Tree of Life Tea Towel
$14.95
Woven tea towel. Also available in Saguaro, Waterlilies, and Oak Park Designs.
THINK BOLD, IMAGINE THE POSSIBLE, AND BE LIKE NO OTHER.

Inspired by Wright’s philosophy of learn-by-doing our programs engage participants in an interdisciplinary and integrated way. All materials and lunches provided. Transportation and scholarships available.

**Register your student online!**

**Architecture is Elementary (Ages 8-11)**
Learn the basics of architecture and experience the natural and built environment infused with STEAM.

**Taliesin Experience (Ages 10-15)**
Immerse in architecture, nature, and the arts with hands-on learning. Practice critical thinking and creative expression in this multifaceted program.

**Adaptive Architecture (Ages 9-12)**
Students push the boundaries of what it takes to adapt and design for harsh environments. Shelter for survival is one of our most basic human needs.

**Intermediate Modeling & Design (Grades 7-12)**
Learn the basics of digital modeling as applied to an individual architectural design project. Explore issues like scale, proportion, materials, energy, and sustainability.

**Pre-College Advanced Digital Modeling & Design (Grades 9-12)**
Dig deeper into an individual project and produce portfolio-worthy projects. Learn more design techniques with professionals working in the field.

Follow Us

Tickets & information at TALIESINPRESERVATION.ORG